
Case report

INTRODUCTION
Burkitt lymphoma is a rapidly growing B-cell tumor 

characterized by chromosomal translocations involving the 
MYC gene on chromosomal band 8q24 and either one of the 
three immunoglobulin (IG) loci.1   The disease initially pres-
ents not only in extranodal sites but also as an acute leukemia 
with extensive peripheral blood (PB) and bone marrow (BM) 
involvement, i.e., Burkitt leukemia (BL) or the L3 type of 
acute lymphoblastic leukemia in the French-American-
British (FAB) group scheme.1   Although leukemia cells of 
BL typically express cell surface IG μ heavy chain (IgM) 
with a restrictive light chain, B-cell antigens, and germinal 
center (GC) markers,1 small fractions of both pediatric and 
adult cases have a precursor B-cell phenotype, i.e., expres-
sion of TdT and sometimes CD34, and absence of CD20 and 
surface IG expression (Supplementary Table S1).1-9

Whether there is an increased risk of developing lympho-
proliferative disorders in patients with myeloproliferative 
neoplasm (MPN) remains controversial.10-14   Reported lym-
phoid neoplasms include both T-cell and B-cell tumors and a 
wide range of histopathological subtypes.11,15,16   Currently, it 
remains to be determined whether this association indicates 
the presence of common pathogenetic pathways between the 
myeloid and lymphoid tumors or is limited to patients who 
have received JAK1/2 inhibitor therapy.10   In this report, we 
describe a case of BL that developed in a patient with MPN 
who was treated with a JAK1/2 inhibitor, ruxolitinib.   
Although leukemia cells exhibited a cytomorphology typical 
of BL and carried a t(8;14)(q24;q32) translocation, the cells 
showed precursor B-cell features.
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CASE PRESENTATION
A 47-year-old woman was referred to our department due 

to thrombocytosis.   Her hemoglobin level was 14.6 g/dL, 
white cell count was 12.5 × 103/μL, and platelet count was 
1,736 × 103/μL.   The BM showed marked hypercellularity 
with the proliferation of large to giant megakaryocytes.   
Eight years after the initial presentation, hydroxyurea was 
initiated to control progressive leukocytosis and splenomeg-
aly.   Examination of the BM at the age of 60 years again 
showed marked hematopoietic hypercellularity with an 
increase of megakaryocytes (Figure 1A).   No cytogenetic 
abnormality was found.   Fourteen years after the initial pre-
sentation, she developed hemorrhage from gastric varices 
along the greater curvature of the stomach, which was suc-
cessfully obliterated by cyanoacrylate injection.   To reduce 
the collateral blood flow from the spleen, we initiated ruxoli-
tinib in combination of hydroxyurea, leading to a reduction in 
the size of the spleen and collateral vessels.

One year and 4 months after the initiation of ruxolitinib, 
she, at the age of 62, presented with severe anemia and multi-
ple skin petechiae on the body and extremities.   The spleen 
was enlarged below the level of the umbilicus.   Her hemo-
globin was 7.0 g/dL, white cell count was 12.50 × 103/μL 
including 36.0% BL cells, and platelet count was 2 × 103/μL.   
The level of lactate dehydrogenase was 18,248 U/L and uric 
acid was 20.0 mg/dL.   She developed pulmonary hemor-
rhage and died shortly after.   Her entire course is illustrated 
in Supplementary Figure S1.

BL cells in PB were medium in size, having deeply baso-
philic cytoplasm with vacuoles.   Flow cytometry (FCM) 
revealed that these cells were CD10+, CD19+, CD20−, CD21−, 
CD22+/−, CD23−, CD24+, CD34−, CD38+, HLA-DR+, cyto-
plasmic CD79a+, and TdT+.   The cells lacked surface IGs but 
expressed the IgM in the cytoplasm (Figure 1B).   BM was 
‘dry tap’ and the biopsy demonstrated replacement by BL 
cells associated with starry sky macrophages (Figure 1C).   
The cells were positive for nuclear MYC expression and 
Ki-67 positivity was >95%.   CD10+, CD20−, CD79a+, 
CD34−, and TdT+ were confirmed by immunohistochemistry 
(Figure 1C).   BCL2, BCL6, and Epstein-Barr virus–encoded 
small RNA were negative.   The FAB-L3 morphology could 
be more favorably viewed in the touch preparation of the 
biopsy specimen (Figure 1C).

G-banding of the metaphase spreads obtained from PB 
demonstrated t(8;14)(q24;q32), and FISH using the MYC-IG 
heavy locus (IGH) dual fusion probe revealed the generation 
of MYC-IGH fusion signals at der(8) and der(14) chromo-
somes (Supplementary Figure S2).   FISH on interphase 
nuclei confirmed the rearrangement of MYC, while no rear-
rangements of BCL2 or BCL6 were detected.   To character-
ize t(8;14)(q24;q32)/MYC-IGH, we performed long-distance 
(LD-) polymerase chain reaction (PCR) using primers 
designed for MYC exon 2 and for the enhancer (En) and 
IGHM, IGHG, and IGHA constant genes of IGH.17   The 
results showed that the MYC-En and MYC-IGHM primer 
combination generated approximately 6-kb and >10-kb 

LD-PCR products, respectively (Figures 2A and B).   
Nucleotide sequencing of the former products demonstrated 
that breakage and reunion occurred at a CG dinucleotide 
located 479-bp upstream of the noncanonical start site of 
MYC within exon 1 and at 5-bp 3′ of the 5′ end of the IGHJ3 
segment, and 5 N-nucleotides were inserted at the junction 
(Figure 2C).

Multiplex PCR for the antigen receptor gene rearrange-
ments generated a single species of PCR products of the 
IGH.   Using the consensus IGHJ (reverse) and custom 
IGHV (forward) primers, we obtained the entire length of the 
IGH V-D-J sequence in frame that encoded a functional IG 
molecule.   An IgBLAST search revealed that sequences of 
each segment matched those of IGHV3-30*18/IGHV3-30-
5*01, IGHD3-10*01, and IGHJ6*02 with 100% identity.   
The length of CDR3 in codons was 25 (Supplementary 
Figure S3).   We confirmed that the V-D-J sequences obtained 
represented the IGH gene that was not involved in t(8;14)
(q24;q32) by LD inverse PCR (data not shown).18

To investigate the status of JAK2V617F mutation, we pre-
pared DNA from PB obtained at a time of the course of 
MPN, in addition to that at the development of BL, in which 
both myeloid cells and BL cells were present, and subjected 
them to melting curve assay.19   As shown in Figure 2D, the 
melting curve of DNA at MPN course overlapped that of 
JAK2V617F reference DNA, while DNA at BL development 
exhibited a minor melting peak at the position of JAK2 wild-
type (wt) DNA.   We then amplified a fragment encompass-
ing the site of mutation and subjected the PCR products to 
Sanger sequencing.   The resulting electropherograms dem-
onstrated a single thymidine (T) peak at nucleotide position 
1,849 (c.G1849T; NCBI reference sequence, NP_001309123.1) 
in DNA at MPN course, while a heterozygous guanine (G) 
peak appeared at this position in DNA at BL development, 
confirming the presence of both JAK2V617F mutant and JAK2wt 
DNAs in the latter material.

DISCUSSION
Here, we describe the course of a patient who had a 

16-year history of JAK2V617F-mutated MPN.   After 16 
months of ruxolitinib therapy to control hydroxyurea-refrac-
tory conditions, she developed BL with t(8;14)(q24;q32), and 
nuclear MYC+ BL cells displaced MPN tissue in BM.   BL 
cells exhibited a precursor B-cell immunophenotype and car-
ried unmutated IGH V-D-J sequences, most likely encoding 
the cytoplasmic IgM.   Although precursor B-cell BL has 
been described primarily in the pediatric literature,6,7 this 
report confirmed that this rare type of BL can occur in the 
adult population (Supplementary Table S1).1-5,8,9

As t(8;14)(q24;q32)/MYC-IGH breakpoints in sporadic 
cases of BL occur nearby or within MYC exon 1, which is a 
target of somatic hypermutation (SHM),20 and within the 
switch regions of IGH, the translocation has been considered 
to be mediated by the SHM/class switch recombination 
(CSR) mechanism in the GC.1,2   However, as BL cells of this 
case exhibited a precursor B-cell immunophenotype and 
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Fig. 1. (A) Hematoxylin & eosin (H&E)-stained BM biopsy specimen obtained at a time of the course of MPN (13 years 
after initial presentation). Original magnification of objective lens: a, ×4; b, ×40. (B) Morphology and FCM of BL cells in 
PB. a, a Wright-stained circulating BL cell (×100); b, FCM of cell surface antigens; and c, FCM of Dako’s IntraStain-treated 
cells detecting intracellular antigens. “c” denotes cytoplasmic. (C) Appearance of the BM biopsy at the development of BL. a 
(×4) and b (×40), H&E staining; c, anti-MYC immunostaining (×40); d, anti-Ki-67 (×40); e, anti-TdT (×40); and f, Wright-
stained touch preparation of the biopsy (×100). 
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Fig. 2. (A) Diagram of the anatomy of t(8;14)(q24;q32)/MYC-IGH. Three exons of MYC as well as the enhancer (En), switch 
region (S), and IGHM constant gene are presented. (B) Ethidium bromide-stained gel electrophoresis of LD-PCR encompassing 
the t(8;14)(q24;q32) junction. Arrows indicate the products amplified by MYC-04/IGHM-07 and MYC-04/En-01 primer combi-
nations. The positions of the primers are indicated in A. (C) Nucleotide sequences of the t(8;14)(q24;q32)/MYC-IGH junction. 
Vertical lines indicate nucleotide identity. IGHJ3 segment at IGH, N-segment at the junction, and CG dinucleotides and WGCW 
motifs within the MYC sequence are boxed, underlined, and highlighted and double underlined, respectively. (D) Status of 
JAK2V617F mutation determined by melting curve assay (left) and Sanger sequencing (right). DNA was extracted from PB at a time 
of MPN course (a, 8 years after initial presentation) and at the development of BL (b). Melting peak indicative of the presence of 
JAK2wt DNA and heterozygous guanine/thymidine (G/T) peaks at position 1,849 in the latter material are indicated by open 
arrows. The former DNA was negative for rearrangement of IGH and IGK by multiplex PCR.
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carried unmutated IGH V-D-J sequences, it is unlikely that 
the SHM/CSR machinery was active.   In accordance with 
this, the breakpoint occurred at the IGHJ3 segment and an 
N-segment was inserted at the junction, indicating that aber-
rant V-D-J recombination activity within BM was responsible 
for the breakage and joining of the IGH side of the transloca-
tion; the same held true for IG-MYC breakpoints of precursor 
B-cell BL cases reported previously (Table 1).2,4

On the other hand, potential mechanisms involved in the 
breakpoints of the partner genes have been proposed.21   The 
CpG-type breakage is observed in BCL2 breakpoints of 
t(14;18)(q32;q21)/IGH-BCL2,22 MALT1 breakpoints of 
t(14;18)(q32;q21)/IGH-MALT1,23 and a fraction of CCND1 
breakpoints of t(11;14)(q13;q32)/CCND1-IGH,24 all of which 
are considered to develop in the pro-B/pre-B–cell stage of 
B-cell differentiation.   In contrast, MYC breakpoints in 
t(8;14)(q24;q32) do not involve CpG, even though the MYC 
breakpoint region is rich in CpG, but instead prefer the 
WGCW motif (W = A or T).24   These observations have led 
to the proposal of a model, in which CpGs are targeted in 
translocations occurring in pro-B/pre-B–cells when AID lev-
els are low, whereas WGCW is more frequently targeted 
when AID levels are higher, as in GC B-cells.21-24   In the cur-
rent case, the MYC breakpoint occurred at a CG dinucleotide 
within exon 1 and was 29-bp apart from the closest WGCW 
motif (Figure 2C).   Taken together with the IGHJ3 break-
point on the IGH side, t(8;14)(q24;q32)/MYC-IGH in this 
case likely occurred at an early B-cell stage in the BM, in 
contrast to t(8;14)(q24;q32)/MYC-IGH in the majority of 
cases of sporadic BL that occurred in GC.   Nevertheless, as 
reported MYC breakpoints were distributed over a large 
region encompassing the MYC coding exons (Table 1),2,4 fur-
ther studies are required to confirm the validity of the CpG 
breakage model in precursor B-cell BL.

A mechanism that links JAK1/2 inhibitor-treated MPN 
and aggressive B-cell neoplasm was proposed by Porpaczy et 
al.11   They first showed that JAK1/2 inhibitor therapy 
increased the risk of developing an aggressive B-cell lym-
phoma 16-fold in their MPN cohort.   They then studied 4 
patients who developed aggressive B-cell lymphoma after 
JAK1/2 inhibitor therapy for MPN, and showed that there 
was no evidence of mutations in MPN-driver genes in lym-
phoma cells, but instead the lymphoma clones pre-existed in 
BM during the MPN phase.   The authors suggested that as 

JAK1/2 inhibitors act as immunosuppressive agents, JAK 
inhibition may cause progression from an indolent clonal 
B-cell proliferation to aggressive B-cell lymphoma.11   In the 
current case, as the development of BL was associated with 
the appearance of JAK2wt DNA in PB, BL cells likely lacked 
the JAK2V617F mutation.   In line with Porpaczy et al.,11 it is 
possible that pre-existing clonal B-cells in BM at a precursor 
B-cell stage rapidly proliferated, when they acquired t(8;14)
(q24;q32)/MYC-IGH, in the setting of ruxolitinib-induced 
immunosuppression.   Of course, this hypothesis is very 
speculative; nevertheless, this report suggests that, in selected 
patients, close monitoring of clonal B-cells in the BM is 
required before and during t reatment  with JAK1/2 
inhibitors.10,25
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